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MARSBalloon
In last week's newsletter, we introduced the MARSBalloon project. Recap: we're sending two
experiments up nearly a third of the way to the edge of space!

The flight

On Tuesday 15th June, at just after 11am, the weather balloon,
with our experiments hanging under it, launches from an area of
countryside south of Bristol, rising high into the sky.
This is the time for our experiments to run. The powered
electronics will, if all works correctly, begin collecting data, and
both experiments begin to experience decreasing pressures and
temperatures, and increasing levels of cosmic rays and
radiation.
Roughly 1½ hours later (a little sooner than expected), the
balloon reaches its highest altitude. Here, the atmosphere is far
Looking up from below the
thinner; the pressure inside the balloon hasn’t changed since being balloon, with the experiments
hanging underneath.
filled on the ground, but the pressure outside is far lower. This
(From MARSBalloon’s Twitter)
difference in pressures, as intended, causes the balloon to burst,
and the experiments begin descending, under parachute, back to
the ground.
Finally, just after 2pm, the balloon is successfully recovered!
Now all that’s left to do is wait for the experiments to be posted back to us, then we can
analyse the results! The experiment containing the powered electronics will be especially
interesting to recover - the hardware and software both have to work perfectly in order to
get any data back at all! (to be continued...)

Sam Wilson, Year 12

Data
A 3D representation of the
flight path, in Google Earth.
Read the caption at the top
of the image for more.

The flight profile (altitude against distance along flight path roughly corresponds to time). Even without zooming in on the
exact numbers, you can see how the balloon ascends slowly, but
falls faster, decelerating gradually under the parachute.
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Royal Society of Chemistry Schools’
Analyst Competition 2021
This year Bexley Grammar was selected as
one of 200 Secondary Schools to participate in
the Royal Society of Chemistry Schools’
Analyst Competition 2021. All Year 12 Chemistry students participated which allowed
them to develop their collaborative, analytical,
logical and general practical skills. Thank you
to all of our students for taking part. The organisers stated that it was a very
tight competition and I’m very impressed with the overall quality of the entries.
Unfortunately we did not win the South-East regional heat, but I wanted to say
congratulations to Lauren Dempsey, Aimee Norman, Maddy Eldred and
Anushdikka Antonyogarajah who achieved the best score from BGS.

Mrs Moore
Key Stage 5 Leader
Lead Teacher Chemistry

Schools’
Analyst
Competition
2021
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Geography News
Quick brain teaser
How much do you know about?
Email Mrs Belton-Owen w ith your answ ers, m erits on
offer or if you get them all right: A SEAL OF APPROVAL!
Well done to those students that took part last week.
Geography of SPORT this week as all things sporty are beginning to
take place! WEEK 1
1) Which borough of London hosts the All England Lawn Tennis Club annuals
competition?
2) Which department in France will host the Grand Depart of the Tour de
France this year?
3) How many countries are hosting matches during the Euro 2021 competition?
4) Which of the hosting Euro countries has the largest capacity stadium being
used in the tournament?
5) The longest Grand prix circuit is 22.8km long. Which country is this in?
6) What is the name of the cricket ground that is world famous in Manchester?
Bonus 1: W hich question other than France w ill
the Tour de France travel through this year?
Bonus 2: Can you nam e the track for Question 5.
Juicy fact: 28,000kg of strawberries and 10,000
litres are sold each year at Wimbledon! This is 3 elephants worth!

Year 8 HPV Vaccinations
HPV vaccinations for Year 8 students will be taking place on Wednesday 23rd June. If your
son/ daughter has not returned their consent form please do so as soon as possible, even if
you do not want them to have the vaccine.
If you need a copy of the consent form please email
reception@bexleygs.co.uk and we will send one to you.
Many thanks

Reception Team
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National Competition run by Place2Be & BAFTA

For school-aged children, the past academic year has been like no other:
with education, learning, friendships and everyday lives impacted by the
global pandemic. Place2Be have launched the 2021 Schools Time Capsule
to help children and young people across the UK to recollect and reflect
on life during the pandemic and this is your chance to take part.
Building on this year’s Children’s Mental Health Week theme ‘Express Yourself’, this
competition encourages you to share their reflections through art, photography, writing or
media. Competition entries will be stored in a time capsule at BAFTA headquarters and will be
opened in 25 years’ time. A selection of entries will also be made into a showcase film.

Reflect

In your imagination, let’s travel into the future. Imagine you are an adult and somebody
younger than you is wondering what it was like for you during the COVID pandemic?
 What were some things that made this time very different from before?
 What did you learn?
 What were some of your struggles?
 What did you discover that you enjoyed?

Create

There are three categories for competition entries.

Art & Photography





Get creative with paint, chalk, pens, clay, scrap paper, cameras – and draw, sculpt,
paint or photograph their experiences.
Paint or draw a memory you have from the past year
Take, or draw, a self-portrait of you in this moment in time
Create a collage

Looking for more inspiration?
Watch this video for art and photography tips from Ricky Martin (CBBC’s Art Ninja), Sarah Lee
and Chimaine from Place2Be’s Art Room team: bit.ly/3ihMQOx

Writing





Share your experiences through words – writing poems, stories, or letters to their
future selves, imagining what it will be like to read this in 25 years’ time
Write a letter to your future self and tell them all about your year
Write a story about someone living during the pandemic
Write a poem – you could try and create an acrostic poem, a limerick, a haiku – it’s up
to you

Looking for more inspiration?

Lemn Sissay, David Walliams and Amy from Oak National Academy have shared their top
writing tips. Watch here: bit.ly/2SYWzyK
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Media




Record a news report telling people about the past year – you could interview each
other!
Channel your favourite YouTuber and film a vlog
Record a short podcast or radio show

Looking for more inspiration?
Experts Katie Thistleton, Jamie Laing and Lucy from Oak National Academy share their top
TV / radio tips. Watch here: bit.ly/3gdh4zC

How to take part
The school can submit three entries for each category: Art & Photography; Writing; Media.
 All submissions must be sent to Ms Brand (brand_s@bexleygs.co.uk) by Friday 9th
July
 This competition is open to students in any year group
 The selected entries will be shown in the final newsletter of term and will be sent to
BAFTA for consideration in the national competition

PE News
Rain doesn't stop play for the rounders girls! A great indoor circuit
working on co-ordination and accuracy on Thursday morning. The
girls are preparing for their forthcoming fixtures and the build up
to the house rounders competition before the end of the
academic year. Well done on your weekly commitment ladies,
fantastic effort and good luck!

Mrs Kemp, PE Department
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Safeguarding and e-Safety Notice
Dear parents / carers,
I would like to bring to your attention some worrying issues that have
emerged recently involving social media use between our students.

WhatsApp Groups

We are aware that many students will choose to form groups based on
their ties at school e.g. form groups, sports teams etc. but I do want to
make it clear that whilst the common denominator may be school, these groups are not
something that we initiate or require our students to form. Whilst I'm sure there are
benefits such as reminding each other of homework or assessments, we have also seen some
extremely unsavoury behaviour, language and images on these group chats. Much of the
antisocial behaviour has been directed towards each other, and often using shocking insults
based on very personal characteristics. Another trend we have noticed is students adding
others to group chats without their consent, often with the intent of putting them in an
uncomfortable situation, or adding external students to class / form chats whose only intent is
to cause trouble or insult others. One measure that can be taken to limit some of this
behaviour is to change the Privacy settings on your child's phone so that they can only be
added to groups by people in their phone's saved contacts, and within this there is the option
of filtering those contacts (see below):
Again, an audit of the phone's contacts should enable your child to ensure that only the
numbers of trusted friends are saved.
As always we encourage parents and carers to be aware of the age limits for these social
media platforms (for WhatsApp it is 16) .
https://www.internetmatters.org/resources/what-age-can-my-child-start-socialnetworking/

Is This OK - A new helpline Service for 13-18 year olds.

Given the significant rise in mental ill health issues this is a useful helpline designed in
partnership between Childline and the Runaway helpline. As well as a helpline there is lots of
useful information and advice for young people. It is described as a free, anonymous, and

confidential service, bringing trained professionals together to provide support to
young people through a chat service. https://www.isthisok.org.uk/
Best wishes,

Mr H.J. Gilmore
Deputy Head and Designated Safeguarding Lead
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News items that you may have missed

National School Sport Week
National School Sport Week is back! This year the theme is Together Again to celebrate the
lifting of restrictions and a return to some kind of normality after an extremely difficult year.
Taking place from 19-25 June, the week will give families, communities, schools and sports
clubs the opportunity to get active and put on some events that everyone can take part in. The
Youth Sport Trust have created some fantastic easy to follow resources, full of ideas for
activities that you can do to bring the people around you closer together.

How do I find out more?

Registering couldn’t be simpler. Just go to the National School Sport Week section of the YST
website https://www.youthsporttrust.org/join-us/national-school-sport-week and click on the
link to register as a parent. Simply fill in your details and off you go…

What about NSSW at BGS?

We will be adding extra competitions to our lessons and extra-curricular clubs throughout
NSSW, and awarding certificates to our winners and participants.
Spotlights for the week are below, with links to challenges posted throughout the week on the
BGS PE Google Classrooms:

Monday: We will be given students the chance to learn the iconic duo that Afro Pierre
showcased on Sky One's "Got to Dance".

Tuesday: football day! The Euros are up and running with Scotland and England both in

action. Today’s challenges will be football focused, looking at skills and drills for students to
try at home (or in the park!). You can also support England at 8pm.

Wednesday: we’re celebrating International Olympic Day with an Athletics based
challenge.

Thursday: We are asking you to try something different today, this can be an activity of
your choice. We will be giving you a Fencing challenge to complete, but this is optional!

Friday: a chance to look forward at the coming months of sporting events coming to our
screens and to plan what you will be doing to keep active over the summer. We will be
sharing the links to a variety of after school sports activities created by some athlete
mentors to inspire you!
Let your PE teacher know how you get on.
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Forthcoming Events
June
Saturday 19th ~ National Schools Sport Week begins (see notice)
Wednesday 23rd ~ Year 8 HPV Vaccinations (see notice)
Wednesday 23rd ~Year 7 Football Tournament & Fayre 3.30pm (see notice)
Friday 25th ~ Last day to purchase PA raffle tickets (see notice)
Saturday 26th ~ PA summer raffle (see notice)
Monday 28th ~ Year 7 Virtual Appointment booking system opens at midday

July
Monday 5th ~ Year 7 Virtual Appointment booking system closes at midday
Tuesday 6th ~ Year 7 Virtual Parents’ Evening 4pm-6.30pm
Tuesday 13th ~ Year 8 Virtual Parents’ Evening 4pm-6.30pm (letter to follow next week)
Tuesday 20th ~ BGS Artsfest (see notice)

Wednesday 21st ~ Last day of summer term

Only 7 days to go!
Buy your
tickets

here

